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The Yakushi triad is also an immense advance upon
that of Horiuji—made of a deep black bronze and 'perfect
in the flow of its curved surfaces and the justness of its
proportions*. The frescoes are also by a master hand, and
are closely related to those alike of Ajanta and of Tun-
huang, outlined in flowing red line upon the walls of the
Kondo. Here are the other-worldly reverie and grace of
India, the rich jewellery of Sanchi and Barhut, the straight
Aryan nose, but here also the double arch of the Turkic
mouth and moustache—the more stylized grouping and
modelling of Khotan. If these great figures are by a Japan-
ese hand it is that of an apt pupil who is also a master.
During the Nara period then it was T'ang China—the
China of T'ai-tsung and Ming-huang—which dominated
the mind and spirit of Japan. If the triad of Horiuji is of
Wei Tartar provenance, and the Yumedono Kwannon is
Korean, that of Yakushiji, made about a century later, is
essentially Tcang. Yet it is a Japanese masterpiece, and
the sculptor has made amazing progress not only in the
splendid black patina of his figures, but also in their calm
and serene beauty, and in the grace of their clinging robes.
Here too Guptan elegance is seen in the long straight
limbs and in the jewelled necklace and girdle, while below
are dwarfs or goblins, or aboriginal negritos. 'From these
varied elements, Greek, Indian, Chinese—there soon
emerges a truly Japanese sculpture which in its expression
of grace, of moral beauty and of strength, attained, classic
form almost at a bound/1
During the first half of the era relations with China were
much closer than we should expect, when we remember
the dangers and difficulties of the sea-passage. Not only
political embassies but cultural missions continued; and
such scholars as Kibi-no Makibi, who left for China in 717,
were careful students of her civilization. He returned in
734, and was made President of the University of Nara,
where he lectured on the Chinese classics. Many Buddhist
monks too—we have records of over seventy—went to
1 R. Grousset, Histoire & FAste, iix. 347.

